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LIMITED EDITION FURNITURE:
AN HISTORICAL SAFE
Limited edition furniture can be a source of magnificient emotional experiences and Boca do Lobo‘s
new Warsaw safe  is  here  to  testify  this.  Besides  keeping   watches  and jewels  safe,  Warsaw also
symbolises a cruel part of history that will never be forgotten.

We all have treasured objects that make our dearest memories come alive every time we lay eyes on
them. A family jewel, a grandfather’s watch, a present from the person we love the most in this world… 
All of these are emotional pieces we have built a strong relationship with and endeavor to keep safe
from the tricks of time and as close to our heart as possible.

Boca do Lobo’s designers were inspired by these strong emotions to design Warsaw safe box. Imagine
yourself back in the 1940’s in Warsaw watching people running in the streets trying to escape from the
chaos the city was emerged in. They have to leave everything behind: their house, the life they were
used to, probably to never have them back… But inside these suitcases they bring jewelry, watches,
everything they valued the most, everything they could not leave  to cruel destruction.
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Available in gold brass patina or  gold leaf,  Warsaw safe  is  a perfect  example of  Boca do Lobo’s
emotional  design,  a timeless piece that will  look great in your luxury closet,  fiercely guarding your
dearest and most exclusive objects.

If you liked this luxury safe box, you will also want to see this steampunk inspired safe.
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